Ninth Week Newsletter.
Michaelmas Term, 2016.
Morning all!
The final newsletter of term! It's a short one today, with only a couple of psychology studies and
the news that, alas, the Memorial Room is closed until next year. It's been a busy term for
everyone, but I hope you've enjoyed it! Have a fantastic Christmas!
Queen's Notices.
1. Memorial Room: Closed for the Vac!
2. Opening of the New Library.
Other Notices.
3. Psychology Study: Memory & Student Minds.
4. Psychology Study: Appearance Concerns.

1. Memorial Room: Closed for the Vac!
A reminder that the Memorial Room is closed from now until the beginning of next term! So
don't turn up expecting to work there, because you will be seriously disappointed.

2. Opening of the New Library.
And now a reminder to send me any ideas/preferences you have for an event opening the New
Library by the end of this week! I've had a few responses, which is great, but it would be fantastic
to have as wide a sampling of the MCR as possible.

3. Psychology Study: Memory & Student Minds.
Test your memory with a short online game, and help Student Minds in the process!
Researchers at the Department of Experimental Psychology are conducting a study investigating
the working memory capacity of Oxford students. Enter the genie's cave to hunt for treasure in
our online game, and compare your working memory to other Oxford students in the process. For
every completed session (around 20 minutes) we will donate £1 to Student Minds, the UK’s
leading student mental health charity. Visit eelkespaak.nl/wmgame/ to

play! Email Daniel.Morris@new.ox.ac.uk if you have any questions.

4. Psychology Study: Appearance Concerns.
Win £50 Amazon Vouchers!
Participants Needed for Online Study
Incentives: 2 x £50 Amazon vouchers to win in a prize draw.
Study Type: Online questionnaires and experiment.
Time: Completion time between 10 and 90 minutes depending upon the number of tasks you are
selected to do.
Topic: Appearance concerns and their effects on social situations.
Requirements: You must be aged 18 or over and have access to a desktop computer or laptop.
To find out more or to begin your participation please follow this
link: https://cccusocialsciences.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_3VonFKZPYoAIKCF

